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Abstract. We consider the reduced dynamics of a small quantum system in interaction
with a reservoir when the initial state is factorized. We present a rigorous derivation of a
GKLS master equation in the weak-coupling limit for a generic bath, which is not assumed
to have a bosonic or fermionic nature, and whose reference state is not necessarily thermal.
The crucial assumption is a reservoir state endowed with a mixing property: the n-point
connected correlation function of the interaction must be asymptotically bounded by the
product of two-point functions (clustering property).
1. Introduction
The reduced dynamics of a small quantum system in contact with a reser-
voir is generally described in terms of a master equation, engendering an
irreversible Markovian evolution. This description turns out to be extremely
accurate and is commonly used in the description of a vast number of diverse
physical situations. Excellent introductions to this subject can be found in
Refs. [1, 2, 3].
However, the evolution of the total system is unitary and is described by
a Schro¨dinger equation, whose reduction to the small system gives a com-
pletely positive dynamics, which in general is not Markovian and exhibits
memory effects. Therefore, a fundamental question is the following: under
which conditions does one obtain a master equation as a reduction of the
Schro¨dinger equation?
According to a widely accepted lore, the physical and mathematical as-
sumptions that are required in order to derive such an equation are three: i)
the reservoir is much larger than the system, ii) the coupling between them
is very weak, and iii) the initial conditions are in a factorized form (initial
statistical independence).
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Under these assumptions, the system has a negligible influence on the
reservoir and the global properties of the latter remain unaffected during the
evolution. In turns, this enables one to assume that the reservoir is in an
equilibrium state, e.g. in a thermal state.
Mathematically, one considers concurrently a weak coupling limit and
a long time limit (van Hove’s limit) of the reduced dynamics of the small
system. This limit turns out to be an irreversible Markovian dynamics: a
completely positive semigroup preserving the trace of the density matrix of
the small system. The generator of this semigroup is given in a Gorini-
Kossakowski-Lindblad-Sudarshan (GKLS) form [4, 5].
The weak coupling limit and the derivation of the resulting irreversible
Markovian dynamics goes back to the work of Pauli, Weisskopf-Wigner and
van Hove [6, 7]. For a review see Refs. [8, 9]. In the mathematical literature
it was studied by Davies in two seminal papers [10, 11], see also Ref. [12, 2].
The purpose of this article is to give a rigorous derivation of a GKLS
master equation for a general reservoir : in particular the equilibrium state of
the reservoir is not necessarily thermal and the bath is not assumed to have a
bosonic/fermionic nature. We will show that these two common assumptions
can be disposed of. The crucial property the reservoir must satisfy is instead
a clustering property that, roughly speaking, implies that for large times the
n-point connected correlation function of the interaction is bounded by the
product of two-point functions where at least one of them is taken at two
nonconsecutive times (gap condition). See Definition 5.
This behavior is in fact related to a mixing property of the bath, an
assumption that in Refs. [13, 14] was already argued—on physical ground—
to be crucial in the derivation of a master equation. This can be better
understood by looking at the standard case of a bosonic/fermionic bath in
a thermal equilibrium state. Indeed, in such a case the n-point correlation
function can be written exactly in terms of product of two-point functions
by means of the Wick theorem. Moreover, the gap condition holds since the
thermal state of a bosonic/fermionic bath is in fact strongly mixing, that is,
for any bath observables A, B and C, one gets
lim
t→+∞〈AB(t)C〉 = 〈AC〉〈B〉, (1.1)
where B(t) is the evolution at time t of the observable B and 〈 · · · 〉 is the
expectation with respect to the thermal state. See Ref. [15].
In this sense we can say that the clustering property is related to the
strongly mixing property; in fact it is a stronger requirement. Notice that
for a general reservoir no finite-rank interaction can satisfy the clustering
property. From a physical point of view this means that, in order to obtain
a Markovian dynamics, the interaction cannot be too localized: it has to
connect the system with an infinite number of states of the reservoir.
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A final remark is in order. In Refs. [13, 14] the question of a correlated
initial condition was also addressed, and it was argued that in that case too
a mixing property of the reservoir is sufficient to get a GKLS equation in
van Hove’s limit. It would be interesting to understand whether the strategy
of the proof used in this paper might also be applied to this more general
situation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2. we introduce some notation,
set up the general framework of van Hove’s limit, and introduce Nakajima-
Zwanzig’s projection operators and Davies’ spectral average. In Sec. 3. we
review the abstract result on Banach spaces of Davies on the derivation of
the master equation for the reduced dynamics of a system in van Hove’s
limit (Lemma 1 and Theorem 1). In Sec. 4. we give an exact combinatorial
formula for each term of the Dyson series of the reduced evolution in the
coupling constant λ, and provide a diagrammatic expansion of each n-point
correlation function (Theorem 2). With this exact formula we can introduce
the clustering property, Definition 5, as a sufficient assumption to control
the convergence of the series. In Sec. 5. we consider a class of quantum
systems that satisfy the assumptions of the abstract Theorem 1, and thus
yield a quantum dynamical semigroup in van Hove’s limit (Theorem 3). In
particular, in Proposition 1 we prove that the Dyson series is norm convergent
and in Proposition 2 we prove that each term of the series vanishes as λ→ 0.
Finally, the Appendix contains a technical Lemma needed in the proof of
Proposition 2.
2. Framework and notation
We assume that the total system consists of a “large” reservoir R and a
“small” (sub)system S.
Let (M, SR, τ) be the quantum dynamical system of the reservoir, namely,
M is the algebra of the observables on R, t ∈ R 7→ τ t is a weakly continu-
ous group of automorphism on M, and SR is an invariant faithful state; let
(HR, pi,ΩR) be the canonical cyclic representation of M associated with SR.
The two conditions
HRΩR = 0 and pi(τ
t(A)) = eitHRpi(A)e−itHR for all A ∈M (2.1)
uniquely determine a self-adjoint operator HR on the Hilbert space HR [16].
Let HS be the finite-dimensional Hilbert space of the system S. The total
Hilbert space H can be expressed as the tensor product of the Hilbert spaces
of the reservoir HR and of the system HS , namely H = HS ⊗HR.
The Hamiltonian of the total system is given by
H = H0 + λHSR = HS ⊗ 1R + 1S ⊗HR + λW ⊗ V, (2.2)
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where H0 = HS⊗1R+1S⊗HR is the free Hamiltonian of the total system, HS
and W are self-adjoint operators on HS , HR and V are self-adjoint operators
on HR, and λ ∈ R is the coupling constant. Moreover, we will always assume
that V is a bounded operator.
In order to describe the dynamics of the system at the level of density
operators we introduce the Banach spaces T (H), T (HS) and T (HR) of the
trace class operators on H, HS and HR, respectively, and the Liouvillian of
the total system
L = L0 + λLSR, (2.3)
where
L0 = LS + LR (2.4)
is the free Liouvillian, describing the free uncoupled evolutions of the system
(LS) and of the reservoir (LR). The domain of the Liouvillian L is given
by all ρ ∈ T (H) such that ρD(H) ⊂ D(H), where D(H) is the domain of
the Hamiltonian H, and the action of the Liouvillian is Lρ = L0ρ+ λLSRρ,
where
L0ρ = [H0, ρ] and LSRρ = [W ⊗ V, ρ]. (2.5)
We define also the following operators
LSσ := [HS , σ] and LRω := [HR, ω]
for all σ ∈ T (HS) and ω ∈ T (HR) such that ωD(HR) ⊂ D(HR), where
D(HR) is the domain of the Hamiltonian HR.
The evolution of the total system is given by a group of isometries on
T (H):
ρ0 7→ ρ(t) = e−itHρ0eitH = e−itLρ0. (2.6)
The state of the system σ(t) at time t is given by
σ(t) = trR(ρ(t)) (2.7)
where trR : T (H)→ T (HS) is the partial trace over the reservoir degrees of
freedom. In general, unlike ρ(t), σ(t) is not unitarily equivalent to σ(0) = σ0,
and the system undergoes dissipation and/or decoherence. We are interested
in the reduced dynamics of the system S, σ(t) given by (2.7).
Moreover, in general, due to memory effects, the reduced dynamics is not
given by a semigroup and does not satisfy a master equation. However, under
suitable assumptions, one can obtain a quantum dynamical semigroup as a
limit of the above evolution. The remarkable idea, proposed by van Hove in
1955 [7], is to consider a weaker and weaker interaction acting for a longer
and longer time, that is the limit
λ→ 0, keeping τ = λ2t finite. (2.8)
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One then looks at the reduced evolution (in the interaction picture) as a
function of the rescaled (macroscopic) time τ . This is called van Hove’s “λ2t”
limit and provides a rigorous justification of the Fermi “golden” rule [17] and
of the Weisskopf-Wigner approximation in quantum mechanics [6].
The procedure is the following. Let PΩR be the rank-one projection as-
sociated with the cyclic vector ΩR ∈ HR in (2.1). Then, ωR = PΩR ∈ T (HR)
is the reference state of the reservoir. Consider a factorized initial condition
of the form
ρ0 = σ0 ⊗ ωR, (2.9)
where σ0 ∈ T (HS) is an arbitrary initial state of the system, i.e. σ0 ≥ 0,
tr(σ0) = 1. Notice that the stationarity in (2.1) with respect to the reservoir
free dynamics reads
LRωR = 0. (2.10)
Our aim is to prove that, under suitable assumptions, van Hove’s limit
σI(τ) = lim
λ→0
ei
τ
λ2
LS trR
(
e−i
τ
λ2
(L0+λLSR)(σ0 ⊗ ωR)
)
(2.11)
exists for all σ0 ∈ T (HS) and for all τ ≥ 0, and that σI(τ) is the solution of
a master equation
d
dτ
σI(τ) = −KσI(τ), σI(0) = σ0, (2.12)
where K is a GKLS generator acting on the (finite-dimensional) Banach space
T (HS).
A useful tool will be Nakajima-Zwanzig’s projection operators [18, 19, 8]
Pρ = trR(ρ)⊗ ωR = σ ⊗ ωR, Q = 1− P, (2.13)
where ρ ∈ T (H) and σ ∈ T (HS). Note that, from the normalization con-
dition trR(ωR) = 1, it follows that P
2 = P , Q2 = Q and PQ = QP = 0.
Therefore, P is the projection onto the space PT (H), whose elements have
the form σ ⊗ ωR. Thus, PT (H) is a finite-dimensional subspace of T (H)
isometrically isomorphic to T (HS).
We immediately get that
[P,LS ] = [Q,LS ] = 0, e−itLRP = Pe−itLR = P. (2.14)
The first equation is a consequence of the fact that LS and P essentially
operate in different spaces, while the second derives from (2.10) and from the
characteristic structure of the Liouvillians, tr(Lρ) = 0 (a direct consequence
of probability conservation). In addition, we require that
PLSRP = 0, (2.15)
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which, for a nonconstant W , is equivalent to the condition
tr(V ωR) = 0. (2.16)
By making use of (2.14) and (2.15), the total Liouvillian can be formally
decomposed as
L = PLSP +QLRQ+ λQLSRQ+ λPLSRQ+ λQLSRP. (2.17)
Therefore, the free evolutions generated by LS and LR leave invariant the
two subspaces RanP and RanQ, and all transitions are driven by the inter-
action LSR.
Finally, let us introduce a device that will be useful later. Let us consider
the spectral decomposition of the Hamiltonian HS of the system S:
HS =
∑
j
εjPj . (2.18)
It induces a spectral decomposition of the corresponding Liouvillian LS ,
LS =
∑
α
ωαQα, (2.19)
where
Qαρ :=
∑
j,k
δωα,εj−εk(Pj ⊗ 1R)ρ(Pk ⊗ 1R), (2.20)
for all ρ ∈ T (H), and ωα are distinct and real, representing all possible energy
gaps of the free system S. It is immediate to check that QαQβ = δα,βQα, so
{Qα}α is a family of projections, and one gets
e−itLS =
∑
α
e−itωαQα. (2.21)
Given a bounded operator X : T (H) → T (H), we define its spectral
average as [10]
X\ =
∑
α
QαXQα, (2.22)
which can be easily proved to be equivalent to
X\ = lim
T→+∞
1
T
∫ T
0
eitLSXe−itLS dt, (2.23)
an expression that makes no reference to the spectral projections {Qα}α.
We will see that the spectral average will turn a bounded operator on
density matrices into a GKLS generator, a crucial ingredient for having a
completely positive Markovian evolution.
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3. A review of Davies’ results
In this section we recall the abstract result of Davies [10] on the derivation of
the master equation for the reduced dynamics of the system (in the interac-
tion picture) in van Hove’s limit (2.8), namely, when both the weak-coupling
limit (λ→ 0) and the long-time limit (t = τ/λ2 → +∞) are considered.
Let ρ0 = σ0 ⊗ ωR ∈ PT (H) be the initial state as in (2.9). Consider the
system S in the interaction picture at van Hove’s time scale t = τ/λ2. In
order to prove the existence of the limit reduced dynamics σI(τ) in (2.11),
we will study instead the following limit on the full space T (H),
ρI(τ) = σI(τ)⊗ ωR = lim
λ→0
Uλ(τ)ρ0, (3.24)
where
Uλ(τ) = ei
τ
λ2
LSPe−i
τ
λ2
(L0+λLSR)P. (3.25)
As discussed above, this problem is equivalent to (2.11), since the spaces
T (HS) and PT (H) are isometrically isomorphic.
First of all, we establish, in an abstract setting, an integral equation for
Uλ(τ) and give a series representation for its kernel. This will be the starting
point of all the following investigation.
Notice that all the results of this section are valid in an abstract Banach
space B. However, with an abuse of notation, we will keep denoting the ab-
stract operators by the physical notation discussed above, so that the reader,
by looking at theorems, can immediately understand where we are aiming
at.
LEMMA 1 Let P = P 2 be a finite-rank projection on a Banach space B.
Let t 7→ e−itLR be a strongly continuous group of isometries on B, which
commutes with P and acts as the identity on RanP :
e−itLRP = Pe−itLR = P. (3.26)
Let LS and LSR be bounded operators such that −iL0 = −i(LR + LS) and
−i(L0 +λLSR) are the generators of strongly continuous groups of isometries
on B, and
LS = PLSP, PLSRP = 0. (3.27)
For any λ, τ ∈ R, let
Uλ(τ) = ei
τ
λ2
LSPe−i
τ
λ2
(L0+λLSR)P. (3.28)
Then, Uλ(τ) satisfies
Uλ(τ) = P −
∫ τ
0
ei
u
λ2
LSKλ(τ − u)e−i uλ2LSUλ(u) du, (3.29)
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where
Kλ(τ) =
∫ τ/λ2
0
PeisL0LSRQe−is(L0+λQLSRQ)QLSRP ds. (3.30)
Moreover, Kλ(τ) can be given by the norm convergent series
Kλ(τ) =
∫ τ/λ2
0
PLSR(s)QLSRP ds+
+∞∑
n=1
(−iλ)nKn(τ/λ2), (3.31)
where LSR(s) = eisL0LSRe−isL0,
Kn(t) =
∫
∆n+1(t)
PLSR(zn+1)QLSR(zn)Q · · ·QLSR(z1)QLSRP dz, (3.32)
and
∆n+1(t) = {z = (z1, . . . , zn+1) ∈ Rn+1 | 0 ≤ z1 ≤ · · · ≤ zn+1 ≤ t} (3.33)
is the (n+ 1)-dimensional simplex.
Proof. Set A = −i(L0 + λQLSRQ) and B = −iλ(PLSRQ + QLSRP ), so
that A+B = −i(L0 + λLSR). Thus,
Uλ(τ) = e−tAPet(A+B)P,
with t = τ/λ2, because e−tAP = eitLSP . Since B is a bounded perturbation,
the group of isometries t 7→ etA and t 7→ et(A+B) are related by Dyson’s
equation
et(A+B) = etA +
∫ t
0
e(t−s)ABes(A+B) ds, (3.34)
where the integral is in the strong topology [20]. By iterating,
et(A+B) = etA +
∫ t
0
e(t−s)ABesA ds
+
∫ t
0
(∫ t−u
0
e(t−u−s)ABesAB ds
)
eu(A+B) du.
Since etAP = PetA and PBP = 0, one has
e−tAPet(A+B)P = P +
∫ t
0
e−uA
(∫ t−u
0
Pe−sABesABP ds
)
Peu(A+B)P du.
Therefore, by plugging the definitions of A, B and t, and by a change of
integration variable, we have (3.29) and (3.30).
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Set now A = −iL0 and B = −iλQLSRQ, so that A + B = −i(L0 +
λQLSRQ). Equation (3.34) holds, and by iterating it we get Dyson’s series,
e−is(L0+λQLSRQ)
= e−isL0 + e−isL0
+∞∑
n=1
(−iλ)n
∫
∆n(s)
QLSR(zn)Q · · ·QLSR(z1)Qdz,
which plugged into (3.30) gives (3.31). 
The following theorem contains the result in Ref. [10] concerning the limit
of Uλ(τ) for λ → 0. We consider a small variation of the original theorem,
which is convenient for our later discussion.
THEOREM 1 Under the assumptions of Lemma 1, suppose that the operator
K :=
∫ +∞
0
PLSR(s)QLSRP ds (3.35)
on the Banach space B is well defined, namely that∫ +∞
0
‖PLSR(s)QLSRP‖ ds < +∞. (3.36)
Suppose that there exists a sequence (cn)n≥1 such that the power series∑
n≥1
cns
n
has infinite radius of convergence and
‖Kn(t)‖ ≤ cnt[n/2], for all n ≥ 1 and t ≥ 0, (3.37)
where [x] denotes the integer part of x, i.e. the largest integer ≤ x. Suppose
that for all m ≥ 1 there exist dm ≥ 0 such that for all t > 0
‖K2m(t)‖ ≤ dmtm−, (3.38)
for some  > 0.
Then, one has
lim
λ→0
Uλ(τ) = e−τK
\
P (3.39)
uniformly in τ ∈ [0, τ1], for all τ1 > 0, where
K\ = lim
T→+∞
1
T
∫ T
0
eitLSKe−itLS dt (3.40)
is Davies’ spectral average of K, which always exists since LS has a finite
(pure point) spectrum.
Proof.
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Step 1. Fix τ0 and τ1, with 0 < τ0 < τ1. We prove that
lim
λ→0
Kλ(τ) =K (3.41)
uniformly in τ ∈ [τ0, τ1]. We observe that
‖Kλ(τ)−K‖ ≤
∫ +∞
τ/λ2
‖PLSR(s)QLSRP‖ ds+
+∞∑
n=1
|λ|n‖Kn(τ/λ2)‖
=
∫ +∞
τ/λ2
‖PLSR(s)QLSRP‖ ds+
+∞∑
m=1
|λ|2m‖K2m(τ/λ2)‖
+
+∞∑
m=0
|λ|2m+1‖K2m+1(τ/λ2)‖,
and using (3.36) one gets∫ +∞
τ/λ2
‖PLSR(s)QLSRP‖ ds→ 0
as λ → 0, uniformly in τ ∈ [τ0, τ1]. Moreover, by using (3.37) and (3.38), it
is easy to check that
+∞∑
m=1
|λ|2m‖K2m(τ/λ2)‖
is a uniformly convergent series in τ ∈ [0, τ1], which vanishes term by term
as λ→ 0. Finally, by using (3.37) we have that
+∞∑
m=0
|λ|2m+1‖K2m+1(τ/λ2)‖ ≤ |λ|
+∞∑
m=0
c2m+1τ
m → 0
uniformly in τ ∈ [τ0, τ1] as λ→ 0.
Step 2. Let V := C([0, τ1]; RanP ). We claim that for all σ ∈ V,
lim
λ→0
∫ τ
0
ei
u
λ2
LSKλ(τ − u)e−i uλ2LSσ(u) du =
∫ τ
0
K\σ(u) du
uniformly in τ ∈ [0, τ1]. Indeed, by using (3.41) it can be easily shown that∥∥∥∥∫ τ
0
ei
u
λ2
LSKλ(τ − u)e−i uλ2LSσ(u) du−
∫ τ
0
ei
u
λ2
LSKe−i
u
λ2
LSσ(u) du
∥∥∥∥→ 0
as λ→ 0, uniformly in τ ∈ [0, τ1].
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Moreover, since RanP is finite-dimensional and LS = PLSP , one gets
e−itLS =
∑
α e
−itωαQα, where {Qα} are the spectral projections of LS and
{ωα} are the distinct eigenvalues. Therefore, we get K\ =
∑
αQαKQα, as
in (2.23), whence∥∥∥∥∫ τ
0
ei
u
λ2
LSKe−i
u
λ2
LSσ(u) du−
∫ τ
0
K\σ(u) du
∥∥∥∥
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∫ τ
0
∑
α,β
QαKQβe
i u
λ2
(ωα−ωβ)σ(u) du−
∫ τ
0
K\σ(u) du
∥∥∥∥∥∥
→
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∫ τ
0
∑
α,β
QαKQβδωα,ωβσ(u) du−
∫ τ
0
∑
α
QαKQασ(u) du
∥∥∥∥∥∥ = 0
as λ→ 0, uniformly in τ ∈ [0, τ1].
Step 3. Let ρ0 ∈ RanP . Define for all τ ∈ [0, τ1]
ρλ(τ) = Uλ(τ)ρ0 and ρ(τ) = e
−τK\ρ0. (3.42)
Of course, ρλ( · ), ρ( · ) ∈ V. We will prove that
lim
λ→0
ρλ(τ) = ρ(τ)
uniformly in τ ∈ [0, τ1]. It follows immediately by (3.42) and by Lemma 1
that
ρλ(τ)− ρ(τ) =
+∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
∫
∆n(τ)
[A(τ,λ)n (u)− (K\)n]ρ0 du, (3.43)
where
A(τ,λ)n (u) := H
λ(τ − un, un)Hλ(un − un−1, un−1) · · ·Hλ(u2 − u1, u1),
with
Hλ(τ, u) = ei
u
λ2
LSKλ(τ)e−i
u
λ2
LS .
Moreover the series in (3.43) is dominated by a totally convergent series.
Indeed, ∥∥∥∥∥
∫
∆n(τ)
A(τ,λ)n (u)ρ0 du
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ 1n! (‖K‖+ c)nτn1 ‖ρ0‖
with some c ≥ 0 for any λ ≤ λ0 for a small enough λ0, and∥∥∥∥∥
∫
∆n(τ)
(K\)nρ0 du
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ 1n!‖K‖nτn1 ‖ρ0‖.
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Therefore,
sup
τ∈[0,τ1]
‖ρλ(τ)− ρ(τ)‖ ≤
+∞∑
n=1
2
n!
(‖K‖+ c)nτn1 ‖ρ0‖.
Thus we have proved that each term of the series (3.43) vanishes as λ → 0
uniformly in τ ∈ [0, τ1]. Therefore the series converges to zero as λ→ 0, and
this completes the proof. 
4. Diagrammatic expansions
Now we go back to our problem and look in more detail at the structure of the
operator Kλ(t) given by (3.30) in the case of the Banach space B = T (H)
and with the operators introduced in Sec. 2.. Our aim is to show that,
under suitable conditions, our concrete realization satisfies the hypotheses
of the abstract Theorem 1, and thus it gives rise to a quantum dynamical
semigroup in van Hove’s limit.
Let us gather here the assumptions on our model discussed in Sec. 2..
ASSUMPTIONS A:
1. Let HR be a complex separable Hilbert space, and t 7→ e−itHR be a
unitary group, with self-adjoint generator HR.
2. There exists a unit vector ΩR ∈ HR which is invariant, namely HRΩR =
0. Let ωR = PΩR be the rank-one projection onto the span of ΩR.
3. Let HS be a finite-dimensional complex Hilbert space, and HS a self-
adjoint operator in HS .
4. Let W⊗V be a bounded operator on the tensor product H = HS⊗HR,
with W and V self-adjoint, and with tr(V ωR) = 0.
5. Let Pρ = trR(ρ) ⊗ ωR and Q = 1 − P , for ρ ∈ T (H) be projection
operators on the Banach space B = T (H).
6. Let t 7→ e−itL0 be the group of isometries on B defined by e−itL0ρ =
e−it(HS⊗1R+1S⊗HR)ρeit(HS⊗1R+1S⊗HR), and let LSRρ = [W ⊗ V, ρ], for
all ρ ∈ B.
Under these assumptions, the hypotheses of Lemma 1 are satisfied and the
kernel of the evolution operator Uλ(τ) is given by the sum of the series (3.31).
In this section we aim at proving an exact formula and a diagrammatic expan-
sion of the n-th term of the series, Kn(t) given in (3.32). This diagrammatic
expansion will be crucial to prove our main theorem. In order to present the
result we introduce some notation.
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4.1. Definitions, notations and examples
DEFINITION 1 Let n ∈ N, n ≥ 1.
1. We set JnK := {0, 1, . . . , n}.
2. Let A ⊂ Jn+ 1K. We put A¯ := Jn+ 1K \A and we denote by |A| the number
of elements of A.
DEFINITION 2 Let n ∈ N, n ≥ 1. We define the set of noncrossing parti-
tions of JnK, and we denote it by NCn the family of partitions of the sequence
(0, 1, . . . , n) into contiguous subsequences of length larger than 1. In detail:
d ∈ NCn if there exist r ≥ 1 and k1, . . . , kr ∈ N\{0, 1}, k1 + · · ·+kr = n+ 1,
such that d = (d1, . . . , dr) where
d1 = (0, . . . , k1−1), d2 = (k1, . . . , k1+k2−1), . . . , dr = (k1+· · ·+kr−1, . . . , n).
We denote by |d| = r the number of subsequences in d, and by |dj | = kj the
length of the subsequence dj, for j = 1, . . . , r.
EXAMPLE 1 Consider J7K = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. Two partitions in NC7
are
d = ((0, 1), (2, 3, 4), (5, 6, 7)), d′ = ((0, 1, 2), (3, 4, 5), (6, 7)).
DEFINITION 3 Let m ≥ 1 and a = (a1, . . . , am) ∈ Nm, aj < aj+1. Let
A ⊂ N. We consider the two disjoint sets
{a1, . . . , am} ∩A = {r1, . . . , rk}
and
{a1, . . . , am} \A = {sk+1, . . . , sm},
and we assume that r1 < · · · < rk and sk+1 > · · · > sm. We define the
rearrangement of a by A as the m-tuple
aA = (r1, . . . , rk, sk+1, . . . , sm).
EXAMPLE 2 Let d = ((0, 1), (2, 3, 4), (5, 6, 7, 8)) ∈ NC8, with d1 = (0, 1),
d2 = (2, 3, 4), d3 = (5, 6, 7, 8), and let A = {1, 3, 5, 6}. Then,
dA1 = (1, 0), d
A
2 = (3, 4, 2), d
A
3 = (5, 6, 8, 7).
DEFINITION 4 Let (Fk)k∈N be a sequence of bounded operators in a Banach
space. We define three different ordered products:
1. If a = (a1, . . . , am) ∈ Nm, with aj 6= ak for j 6= k, we denote the ordered
product by ∏
k∈a
Fk := Fa1Fa2 · · ·Fam .
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2. If A = {j1, j2, . . . , jr} ⊂ N, with j1 < j2 < · · · < jr, then we set
−→∏
k∈A
Fk := Fj1Fj2 · · ·Fjr and
←−∏
k∈A
Fk := FjrFjr−1 · · ·Fj1 .
4.2. Diagrammatic expansion of Kn(t)
Using the above notations and definitions we can present the following result.
THEOREM 2 If Assumptions A hold, it results that the operator Kn(t) de-
fined in (3.32) has the following structure:
Kn(t)ρ =
∑
A⊂Jn+1K(−1)
|A|
∫
∆n+1(t)
Gn(A, z)
←−∏
j∈A¯
W (zj)σ
−→∏
k∈A
W (zk)⊗ ωR dz,
(4.44)
for all ρ ∈ T (H), where σ = trR(ρ) (namely Pρ = σ ⊗ ωR), z0 := 0, and
Gn(A, z) =
∑
d∈NCn+1
(−1)|d|+1
|d|∏
s=1
tr
∏
k∈dAs
V (zk)ωR
 . (4.45)
See Figs. 1 and 2 for the Feynman diagrams of (4.44) and (4.45).
Proof. Let us recall the definition of Kn(t),
Kn(t) =
∫
∆n+1(t)
PLSR(zn+1)QLSR(zn)Q · · ·QLSR(z1)QLSR(z0)P dz,
where z0 := 0, and observe that
PLSR(zn+1)QLSR(zn)Q · · ·QLSR(z1)QLSR(z0)P
= PLSR(zn+1)(1− P )LSR(zn)(1− P ) · · · (1− P )LSR(z0)P.
(4.46)
The presence/absence of a projection P in (4.46) splits the operator into a
sum of many terms, each one of them being related to a specific partition
of n + 2, the total number of variables. Using this idea, it is not difficult to
prove that Kn(t) can be rewritten as follows:
PLSR(zn+1)QLSR(zn)Q · · ·QLSR(z1)QLSR(z0)P
=
∑
d∈NCn+1
(−1)|d|+1
∏
j∈(|d|,|d|−1,...,1)
P ∏
k∈d˜j
LSR(zk)P
 , (4.47)
where d˜j is the reversed sequence of dj , that is, if dj = (a1, . . . , ar), then
d˜j = (ar, . . . , a1). Observe that given d = (d1, . . . , dk) ∈ NCn+1, the length
14
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2
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4
50
 
W5W3W1W0 W2W4
A
A¯
A
A¯
!R !R
 tr(V1V0!R)tr(V2V4V5V3!R)
Fig. 1: (Color online) Left: Feynman diagram of the term∏←
j∈A¯W (zj)σ
∏→
k∈AW (zk) for n = 4 and A = {2, 4}, where Wl := W (zl).
Right: Feynman diagram of the term (−1)|d|+1∏|d|s=1 tr(∏k∈dAs V (zk)ωR) for
n = 4, A = {2, 4}, d = (d1, d2), |d| = 2, d1 = (0, 1), d2 = (2, 3, 4, 5),
dA1 = (0, 1), d
A
2 = (2, 4, 5, 3), where Vl := V (zl).
2
0 1 3
4
5
2
0 1 3
4
5
2
0 1 3
4
5
2
0 1 3
4
5
2
0 1 3
4
5
 tr(V1V0!R)tr(V2V4V5V3!R)
 tr(V2V3V1V0!R)tr(V4V5!R) tr(V1V0!R)tr(V2V3!R)tr(V4V5!R)
tr(V2V4V5V3V1V0!R)  tr(V2V1V0!R)tr(V4V5V3!R)
Fig. 2: (Color online) Feynman diagrams of the terms
(−1)|d|+1∏|d|s=1 tr(∏k∈dAs V (zk)ωR), for all possible d ∈ NC5 and A = {2, 4}.
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of dj represents the distance between two successive projections P , and this
is the reason for the request in NCn+1 that |dj | ≥ 2 (because PLSR(z)P = 0
for all z ∈ R). Let us consider some examples of possible d ∈ NCn+1.
1. If d = (d1), d1 = (0, 1, . . . , n + 1), we have that |d| = 1 and the corre-
sponding term in the sum (4.47) is
PLSR(zn+1) · · · LSR(z0)P.
In this situation all the variables {z0, z1, . . . , zn+1} stay together be-
tween two projections P .
2. If d = (d1, d2, d3), d1 = (0, 1), d2 = (2, 3, 4), d3 = (5, . . . , n + 1), we
have that |d| = 3 and the corresponding term in the sum (4.47) is
(PLSR(zn+1) · · · LSR(z5)P )
× (PLSR(z4)LSR(z3)LSR(z2)P )(PLSR(z1)LSR(z0)P ).
In this case there are three sets of variables that stay together between
two projections P : {z0, z1}, {z2, z3, z4} and {z5, . . . , zn+1}.
In general we can say that given d ∈ NCn+1 the corresponding term in
the sum (4.47) have |d| sets of variables that stay together between two
projections P .
In order to obtain a more explicit formula for Kn(t), let us first look at
the cases n = 1, 2. Put Vk := V (zk) = e
izkHRV e−izkHR and Wk := W (zk) =
eizkHSWe−izkHS . Let ρ ∈ T (H) and Pρ = σ ⊗ ωR. Then,
K1(t)ρ =
∫
∆2(t)
PLSR(z2)QLSR(z1)QLSR(z0)(σ ⊗ ωR) dz1dz2
=
∫
∆2(t)
PLSR(z2)LSR(z1)LSR(z0)(σ ⊗ ωR) dz1dz2,
where we used the fact that NC2 contains a unique element d = (d1) with
d1 = (0, 1, 2). By a direct computation it follows that
K1(t)ρ =
∫
∆2(t)
dz1dz2 [tr(V2V1V0ωR)W2W1W0σ
− tr(V1V0ωRV2)W1W0σW2
− tr(V2V0ωRV1)W2W0σW1
+ tr(V0ωRV1V2)W0σW1W2
− tr(V2V1ωRV0)W2W1σW0
+ tr(V1ωRV0V2)W1σW0W2
+ tr(V2ωRV0V1)W2σW0W1
− tr(ωRV0V1V2)σW0W1W2]⊗ ωR. (4.48)
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Observe that the indices of the elements on the left-hand side of σ are al-
ways decreasing, while the indices on the right-hand side of σ are increasing.
Therefore, with each term of the sum (4.48) we can associate two disjoint
subsets of {0, 1, 2} (the set of the indices) corresponding to the increasing
and to the decreasing indices; moreover the sign of each term is determined
by the number of increasing indices. Therefore,
K1(t)ρ =
∑
A⊂J2K(−1)
|A|
∫
∆2(t)
tr
←−∏
j∈A¯
VjωR
−→∏
k∈A
Vk
←−∏
j∈A¯
Wjσ
−→∏
k∈A
Wk ⊗ ωR dz
=
∑
A⊂J2K(−1)
|A|
∫
∆2(t)
tr
−→∏
k∈A
Vk
←−∏
j∈A¯
VjωR
←−∏
j∈A¯
Wjσ
−→∏
k∈A
Wk ⊗ ωR dz,
where the cyclic property of the trace was used.
Let us now look at K2(t). We get NC3 = {d, d′}, with d = (d1), d1 =
(0, 1, 2, 3), and d′ = (d′1, d′2), with d′1 = (0, 1), d′2 = (2, 3). Using (4.47), one
has that
K2(t)ρ =
∫
∆3(t)
dz3dz2dz1 [PLSR(z3)LSR(z2)LSR(z1)LSR(z0)(σ ⊗ ωR)
− PLSR(z3)LSR(z2)PLSR(z1)LSR(z0)(σ ⊗ ωR)],
(4.49)
and by a direct computation which uses the cyclic property of the trace, one
finds that
K2(t)ρ
=
∫
∆3(t)
dz
(
[tr(V3V2V1V0ωR)− tr(V3V2ωR) tr(V1V0ωR)]W3W2W1W0σ
− [tr(V3V2V1V0ωR)− tr(V3V2ωR) tr(V1V0ωR)]W2W1W0σW3
− [tr(V2V3V1V0ωR)− tr(V2V3ωR) tr(V1V0ωR)]W3W1W0σW2
+ [tr(V2V3V1V0ωR)− tr(V2V3ωR) tr(V1V0ωR)]W1W0σW2W3
− [tr(V1V3V2V0ωR)− tr(V3V2ωR) tr(V1V0ωR)]W3W2W0σW1
+ [tr(V1V3V2V0ωR)− tr(V3V2ωR) tr(V1V0ωR)]W2W0σW1W3
+ [tr(V1V2V3V0ωR)− tr(V2V3ωR) tr(V1V0ωR)]W3W0σW1W2
− [tr(V1V2V3V0ωR)− tr(V2V3ωR) tr(V1V0ωR)]W0σW1W2W3
− [tr(V0V3V2V1ωR)− tr(V3V2ωR) tr(V0V1ωR)]W3W2W1σW0
+ [tr(V0V3V2V1ωR)− tr(V3V2ωR) tr(V0V1ωR)]W2W1σW0W3
+ [tr(V0V2V3V1ωR)− tr(V2V3ωR) tr(V0V1ωR)]W3W1σW0W2
− [tr(V0V2V3V1ωR)− tr(V2V3ωR) tr(V0V1ωR)]W1σW0W2W3
+ [tr(V0V1V3V2ωR)− tr(V3V2ωR) tr(V0V1ωR)]W3W2σW0W1
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− [tr(V0V1V3V2ωR)− tr(V3V2ωR) tr(V0V1ωR)]W2σW0W1W3
− [tr(V0V1V2V3ωR)− tr(V2V3ωR) tr(V0V1ωR)]W3σW0W1W2
+ [tr(V0V1V2V3ωR)− tr(V2V3ωR) tr(V0V1ωR)]σW0W1W2W3
)
⊗ ωR.
The only difference with the case n = 1 consists in the content of the square
brackets. There are two terms in the first one all the variables stay together,
similarly to the case n = 1, while in the second one there are two sets of vari-
ables that stay together, {z2, z3} and {z0, z1}. In each square bracket the first
term comes from the first line of (4.49), namely from the partition d, while
the second term comes from the second line, namely from the partition d′.
Generalizing these considerations to an arbitrary n it can be proved by
induction that Kn(t)ρ can be written as follows:
Kn(t)ρ =
∑
A⊂Jn+1K(−1)
|A|
∫
∆n+1(t)
dz
←−∏
j∈A¯
W (zj)σ
−→∏
k∈A
W (zk)⊗ ωR
×
∑
d∈NCn+1
(−1)|d|+1
|d|∏
s=1
tr
∏
k∈dAs
V (zk)ωR

=
∑
A⊂Jn+1K(−1)
|A|
∫
∆n+1(t)
dz Gn(A, z)
←−∏
j∈A¯
W (zj)σ
−→∏
k∈A
W (zk)⊗ ωR,
where dAs is the rearrangement of ds by A, as defined in Definition 3, and
Gn(A, z) =
∑
d∈NCn+1
(−1)|d|+1
|d|∏
s=1
tr
∏
k∈dAs
V (zk)ωR
 .

5. Main result
By using Davies’ abstract result and the above diagrammatic expansion, we
will prove the existence of the limit dynamics (2.11) for a finite-dimensional
system S weakly coupled to a generic reservoir R, when the coupling operator
V and the reference state ωR satisfy Assumptions A and some additional
suitable assumptions.
First of all, let us recall when a state is mixing. Let ω ∈ T (HR) be positive
and normalized. We say that ω is mixing if for any bounded operators A and
B on HR one has
lim
t→+∞ tr(A(t)Bω) = tr(Aω) tr(Bω), (5.50)
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where A(t) = eitLRA = eitHRAe−itHR . This can be proved to be equivalent
to the condition [21]
w-lim
t→+∞ e
−itHR = PΩR , (5.51)
where w-lim denotes the weak limit, and ωR = PΩR is the rank-one projection
associated with the reference state of the reservoir ΩR.
In order to prove the convergence of van Hove’s limit we will need an
interaction V whose correlations are decaying sufficiently fast. Remember
the assumption (2.16), tr(V ωR) = 〈ΩR|V ΩR〉 = 0, which means that the
vector v = V ΩR is orthogonal to the reference state ΩR. Thus, by (5.51) we
have that the two-point correlation function decays,
tr(V (t)V ωR) = 〈v|e−itHRv〉 → 0, (5.52)
as t → +∞. We will require that it decays fast enough, such that it is
integrable.
In fact, we will need a stronger mixing property, given by the following
conditions on the n-point correlation functions.
DEFINITION 5 The triple (HR, V, ωR) has a clustering property if there
exists a function f : R→ R that satisfies the following conditions:
• f is non-negative and
‖f‖1, :=
∫
R
f(s)(1 + |s|) ds < +∞,
for some 0 <  < 1.
• There exists C > 0 such that for all n ≥ 1 and for all A ⊂ Jn+ 1K it results
that
|Gn(A, z)| ≤ C
n+2[
n
2
]
!
∑
p∈S′n
[n+12 ]∏
l=0
f(zp(l) − zp(l+1)),
where S ′n denotes the set of all the permutations p of {0, 1, . . . , n + 1} such
that |p(1)− p(0)| ≥ 2 (gapped permutations).
Roughly speaking, the clustering property bounds the (n+ 2)-point con-
nected correlation function Gn(A, z) by the product of [n+12 ] + 1 two-point
functions, where at least one of the pairs of times is taken at two nonconsec-
utive times. It is related to the strong mixing property
lim
t→+∞ tr(AB(t)Cω) = tr(ACω) tr(Bω), (5.53)
which obviously implies (5.50). Indeed, under the strong mixing condition
(5.53), one can show that the (n+2)-point correlation Gn(A, z) decays as the
separation of any pair of consecutive times increases,
Gn(A, z)→ 0 as zk − zk−1 → +∞ (5.54)
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for k = 1, . . . , n + 1, which implies that it decays as the separation of any
pair of times increases,
Gn(A, z)→ 0 as zk − zj → +∞, (5.55)
for k, j = 0, 1, . . . , n + 1, k > j. Note also that the strong mixing property
and the clustering property cannot hold if V is a finite-rank operator. One
can argue that this is physically sensible, because in such a case the system
would see, through V , an effective finite-dimensional reservoir.
ASSUMPTIONS B:
1. The correlation function ϕ : R→ C, such that for all t ∈ R
ϕ(t) := tr(V (t)V ωR),
is in L1(R), namely
‖ϕ‖1 :=
∫
R
|ϕ(t)| dt < +∞.
2. The triple (HR, V, ωR) has a clustering property.
Notice that Assumption B1 implies a mixing property only on the two-
point correlation function of the observable V . In general there can exist a
pair of observables A and B, different from V , which do not satisfy (5.50),
whence mixing is neither sufficient nor necessary for this Assumption B1 to
hold.
THEOREM 3 Let Assumptions A and B hold, and let Kλ(τ) be defined
by (3.30). Then one gets
lim
λ→0
Kλ(τ) =K (5.56)
uniformly in τ ∈ [τ0, τ1], 0 < τ0 < τ1, where the bounded operator K acting
on T (H) is given by (3.35). Moreover,
lim
λ→0
Uλ(τ) = e−τK
\
P (5.57)
uniformly in τ ∈ [0, τ1], τ1 > 0, where
K\ = lim
T→+∞
1
T
∫ T
0
eisLSKe−isLS ds (5.58)
is Davies’ spectral average of K.
We split the proof of Theorem 3 into two propositions.
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PROPOSITION 1 If Assumptions A and B hold, then for all t > 0 one has
that for all n ≥ 1 the operator Kn(t) given by (3.32) satisfies the bound
‖Kn(t)‖ ≤ cnt[n/2], (5.59)
where
cn =
(2C‖W‖)n+2[
n
2
]
!
‖f‖[
n+1
2 ]+1
1 , (5.60)
with C and f as in Definition 5.
Proof. By Theorem 2 we have that, for all n ≥ 1 and ρ ∈ T (H), ‖ρ‖ = 1,
‖Kn(t)ρ‖ ≤ ‖W‖n+2
∑
A⊂Jn+1K
∫
∆n+1(t)
|Gn(A, z)|dz.
Moreover, since (HR, V, ωR) has a clustering property, according to Defini-
tion 5 we have that, for all A ⊂ Jn+ 1K,∫
∆n+1(t)
|Gn(A, z)| dz ≤ C
n+2[
n
2
]
!
∑
p∈S′n
∫
∆n+1(t)
[n+12 ]∏
l=0
f(zp(l) − zp(l+1))
≤ C
n+2[
n
2
]
!
∫
[0,t]n+1
[n+12 ]∏
l=0
f(zl − zl+1) dz.
Therefore
‖Kn(t)ρ‖ ≤ (2C‖W‖)
n+2[
n
2
]
!
∫
[0,t]n+1
[n+12 ]∏
l=0
f(zl − zl+1) dz
≤ (2C‖W‖)
n+2[
n
2
]
!
‖f‖[
n+1
2 ]+1
1 t
[n/2],
and this proves (5.59). 
PROPOSITION 2 Let Assumptions A and B hold, and let Kn(t) acting on
T (H) be given by (3.32). Then, we have that, for all t > 0 and m ≥ 1,
‖K2m(t)‖ ≤ dmtm−, (5.61)
where
dm =
(2C‖W‖)2m+2
m!
(2m+ 2)!‖f‖1,ξ()m , (5.62)
ξ()m = max
k>i+1
k,i=0,...,m+1
(k − i− 1− )k−i−1−(m− k + i+ 1)m−k+i+1
(m− )m−(k − i− 1)!(m− k + i+ 1)! , (5.63)
with the norm ‖f‖1, given in Definition 5.
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Proof. By Theorem 2 we have that, for all m ≥ 1 and ρ ∈ T (H), ‖ρ‖ = 1,
‖K2m(t)ρ‖ ≤ ‖W‖2m+2
∑
A⊂J2m+1K
∫
∆2m+1(t)
|G2m(A, z)|dz.
Moreover, since (HR, V, ωR) is a clustering triple, according to Definition 5
we have that, for all A ⊂ J2m+ 1K,∫
∆2m+1(t)
|G2m(A, z)| dz ≤ C
2m+2
m!
∑
p∈S′n
∫
∆2m+1(t)
m∏
l=0
f(zp(l) − zp(l+1)) dz.
Notice that, for all p ∈ S ′n,∫
∆2m+1(t)
m∏
l=0
f(zp(l) − zp(l+1)) dz ≤ ‖f‖m1
∫
∆m+1(t)
f(zk − zi) dz
for some k, i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m + 1} with |k − i| > 1. We distinguish two cases:
if k > i+ 1, by Lemma 2 given in the Appendix we have that∫
∆m+1(t)
f(zk − zi) dz ≤ ‖f‖1,ξ()m tm−, (5.64)
with ξ
()
m given in (5.63). If i > k + 1, then∫
∆m+1(t)
f(zk − zi) dz =
∫
∆m+1(t)
f˜(zi − zk) dz,
where f˜(x) = f(−x). Since ‖f˜‖1, = ‖f‖1,, by Lemma 2 given in the Ap-
pendix we again have (5.64). Therefore,
‖K2m(t)ρ‖ ≤ (2C‖W‖)
2m+2
m!
(2m+ 2)!‖f‖m1 ‖f‖1,ξ()m tm−,
which proves (5.61). Note that this estimate fails if we drop the condition of
“gapped permutations” in the definition of the clustering property in Defini-
tion 5, since Lemma 2 requires a gap. 
Armed with Propositions 1 and 2, we can at last conclude the proof of
Theorem 3.
Proof. (Theorem 3) First we prove (5.56). We observe that for all σ ⊗ ωR ∈
PT (H),
K(σ ⊗ ωR)
=
∫ +∞
0
dz
(
tr(V (z)V ωR)[W (z),Wσ]− tr(V V (z)ωR)[W (z), σW ]
)
⊗ ωR
=
∫ +∞
0
dz
(
ϕ(z)[W (z),Wσ]− ϕ(−z)[W (z), σW ]
)
⊗ ωR.
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Therefore it results that
‖K‖ ≤ 4‖W‖2‖ϕ‖1 < +∞.
Combining Proposition 1, Proposition 2 and Theorem 1, we obtain (5.57). 
Appendix A
Here we prove a technical lemma needed in the proof of the main Theorem 3.
LEMMA 2 Let g ∈ L1(R), then for all m ≥ 1, for all t > 0 and for all
k, i ∈ {0, . . . ,m+ 1}, k > i, it results that∫
∆m+1(t)
g(zk − zi) dz =
∫ t
0
g(s)
sk−i−1
(k − i− 1)!
(t− s)m−k+i+1
(m− k + i+ 1)! ds, (A.1)
where z0 := 0. Moreover, if g ≥ 0 and
‖g‖1, :=
∫
R
g(z)(1 + |z|) dz < +∞, for some  > 0,
then for k > i+ 1,∫
∆m+1(t)
g(zk − zi) dz ≤ ‖g‖1,ξ()m tm−, (A.2)
where
ξ()m = max
k>i+1
k,i=0,...,m+1
(k − i− 1− )k−i−1−(m− k + i+ 1)m−k+i+1
(m− )m−(k − i− 1)!(m− k + i+ 1)! . (A.3)
Proof. We start with the proof of (A.1). Let us first look at a simple case,
with k = 2 and i = 1 for m = 1,∫
∆2(t)
g(z2 − z1) dz =
∫ t
0
dz2
∫ z2
0
dz1 g(z2 − z1)
=
∫ t
0
dz1
∫ t
z1
dz2 g(z2 − z1)
=
∫ t
0
dz1
∫ t−z1
0
dz2 g(z2)
=
∫ t
0
ds g(s)(t− s).
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By generalizing this strategy, we manipulate the integral form+1 = k > i ≥ 1
as ∫
∆k(t)
g(zk − zi) dz
=
∫ t
0
dzk
∫ zk
0
dzk−1 · · ·
∫ z2
0
dz1 g(zk − zi)
=
∫ t
0
dzk
∫ zk
0
dzk−1 · · ·
∫ zi+1
0
dzi g(zk − zi) z
i−1
i
(i− 1)!
=
∫ t
0
dzi
∫ t
zi
dzi+1 · · ·
∫ t
zk−1
dzk g(zk − zi) z
i−1
i
(i− 1)!
=
∫ t
0
dzi
∫ t−zi
0
dzi+1
∫ t−zi
zi+1
dzi+2 · · ·
∫ t−zi
zk−1
dzk g(zk)
zi−1i
(i− 1)!
=
∫ t
0
dzi
∫ zi
0
dzi+1
∫ zi
zi+1
dzi+2 · · ·
∫ zi
zk−1
dzk g(zk)
(t− zi)i−1
(i− 1)!
=
∫ t
0
dzi
(t− zi)i−1
(i− 1)!
∫ zi
0
dzk g(zk)
∫ zk
0
dzk−1 · · ·
∫ zi+2
0
dzi+1
=
∫ t
0
dzi
(t− zi)i−1
(i− 1)!
∫ zi
0
ds g(s)
sk−i−1
(k − i− 1)!
=
∫ t
0
ds g(s)
sk−i−1
(k − i− 1)!
∫ t
s
dzi
(t− zi)i−1
(i− 1)!
=
∫ t
0
ds g(s)
sk−i−1
(k − i− 1)!
(t− s)i
i!
.
Note that this final formula works also for k > i = 0. Then, for m+ 1 ≥ k >
i ≥ 0, we have∫
∆m+1(t)
g(zk − zi) dz
=
∫ t
0
dzm+1
∫ zm+1
0
dzm · · ·
∫ z2
0
dz1 g(zk − zi)
=
∫ t
0
dzm+1
∫ zm+1
0
dzm · · ·
∫ zk+1
0
ds g(s)
sk−i−1
(k − i− 1)!
(zk+1 − s)i
i!
=
∫ t
0
ds g(s)
sk−i−1
(k − i− 1)!
∫ t
s
dzk+1
(zk+1 − s)i
i!
∫ t
zk+1
dzk+2 · · ·
∫ t
zm
dzm+1
=
∫ t
0
ds g(s)
sk−i−1
(k − i− 1)!
∫ t
s
dzk+1
(zk+1 − s)i
i!
(t− zk+1)m−k
(m− k)!
=
∫ t
0
ds g(s)
sk−i−1
(k − i− 1)!
(t− s)m−k+i+1
(m− k + i+ 1)! ,
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which is (A.1).
Now we prove (A.2) using (A.1).∫
∆m+1(t)
g(zk − zi) dz
=
∫ t
0
g(s)
sk−i−1
(k − i− 1)!
(t− s)m−k+i+1
(m− k + i+ 1)! ds
=
∫ t
0
g(s)(1 + s)
1
(1 + s)
sk−i−1
(k − i− 1)!
(t− s)m−k+i+1
(m− k + i+ 1)! ds
≤ ‖g‖1, max
s∈[0,t]
1
(1 + s)
sk−i−1
(k − i− 1)!
(t− s)m−k+i+1
(m− k + i+ 1)!
≤ ‖g‖1, max
s∈[0,t]
sk−i−1−
(k − i− 1)!
(t− s)m−k+i+1
(m− k + i+ 1)!
= ‖g‖1, (k − i− 1− )
k−i−1−(m− k + i+ 1)m−k+i+1
(m− )m−(k − i− 1)!(m− k + i+ 1)! t
m−
≤ ‖g‖1,ξ()m tm−,
which is (A.2), where ξ
()
m is given by (A.3) 
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